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TENERIFE BLUETRAIL 2021 VERTICAL RACE REGULATIONS 

The following regulations cover the Tenerife BlueTrail Vertical race. For any aspects not 
covered by these regulations, the general regulations for the 2021 race will be directly applied.  
The same inspiring principles, values and ethical issues promoted by the Organization also 
apply to the race, including heightened awareness of respect for the environment and the 
ecosystems through which the race passes. Thus, equity, respect for other people, personal 
fulfilment, eco-responsibility and accessibility are indisputable principles that are assumed by 
all event participants.  
 
Article 1. The race.  
The Vertical race will take place as part of the Tenerife BlueTrail on June 3, 2021 at 21:00 h. It 
starts in the vicinity of Calle de El Medio street in Los Realejos, passes through the Barranco 
La Lora ravine, and finishes at the end of El Asomadero. The race is an evening event. Technical 
features are as follows: 

Distance: 3.1 km 
Positive elevation gain: 746 meters 
Gradient: 23.6% 

The above stated figures regarding distance, altitude and elevation gain are subject to slight 
variation, as the final location of the starting point will be determined by local authorities 
responsible for road traffic planning and control.  
 
Article 2. Terms of participation.  

1. Participation in the race entails accepting these regulations as well as the general 
regulations applicable to all Tenerife BlueTrail race modalities (Regulations 2021). 

2. Athletes competing must meet all sanitary requirements regarding COVID-19 rules 
imposed by local sanitary authorities. 

 
Article 3. Material required. 
1. In order to participate in the Tenerife BlueTrail (including this race) each runner should wear 
clothing and footwear suitable for mountain sports at all times, as well as a bib number and 
electronic chip. The electronic chip will be worn wherever required by the technology of the 
monitoring device.  The term “suitable clothing” refers not only to the technical quality, but 
also to anything related to inadequate or disrespectful dress according to the situation. 
Participants that do not comply with these general standards may be disqualified.  
The use of minimalist footwear is permitted. Participants using this type of footwear shall be 
aware of the intrinsic risks of running on uneven, stony terrain, and shall make the decision to 
use minimalist or alternative footwear in such circumstances, whilst exempting the 
Organization from any responsibility in regard to this personal decision.  
2. The following equipment is mandatory: 
- Headlamp with enough batteries for the race. 
- Mobile phone with enough battery power for the race. 
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- Sanitary facemask 
 
Article 4. Procedure for the start of the race.  
The start of the race will be carried out on an individual basis for each runner. An interval of 
30 seconds to 2 minutes will be set between competitors. Before the start of the race, the 
exact spacing time from one competitor to the next will be made known.  
Regardless of the starting time difference between participants, a timing system will be used 
that ensures accurate timekeeping for each competitor and allows for the results to be 
published immediately.  
Due to organizational reasons, the Organization may signal race starts in groups of up to 5 
runners simultaneously.  
 
Article 5. Starting line-up.  
The Organization will prepare and publish a race start list 48 hours prior to the race at the 
latest. The list will include the time or time slot assigned to each runner.  
The starting line-up will be determined by the Organization according to its own criteria, 
bearing in mind parameters that may be objective, such as athletes’ previous qualifications in 
this or other races, reserving the last starting positions for runners considered able to achieve 
the first positions.  
 
Article 6. Overtaking.  
The competition takes place on a trail that contains many narrow sections. As such, any runner 
who may be overtaken must allow the requesting runner to pass. It is an objective fact that 
an overtaking runner is travelling at a speed superior to the runner being overtaken, 
regardless of which runner started the race first. Placing an obstacle, hampering or otherwise 
preventing another runner from overtaking will result in disqualification.  
 
Article 7. Categories.  
1.- The categories in the Vertical modality of the Fred. Olsen Tenerife BlueTrail are:  

 Female absolute 
 Male absolute 

 
Article 8. Registration.  
1. Registrations will be accepted until May 17, 2021, 24:00 h.  Nonetheless, registration will 
close once the number of vacancies established for the 2021 edition — initially set at 150 
vacancies— has been reached.  
 
Once registered vacancies are filled, a reserve list will be created to cover possible 
cancellations. In order to effectively register for a vacancy, participants must follow the steps 
indicated in the general regulations and on the event's website.  

 
2. Successful registration entitles each runner to the following services:  

 Participation in the race. 

 A race number and an electronic chip or other timekeeping system.  
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 Transfer of personal effects bag to the finish line.  

 Refreshments at the finishing zone.  

 All officially registered participants, whether registered with a federation or 

not, will be covered by an insurance policy taken out by the organizing entity 

to cover any accidents which occur as a direct result of the execution of the 

race, excepting those arising from any ailment, disease or latent defect, 

recklessness, negligence, or failure to comply with these regulations or any 

higher level requirements applicable to them. Accidents suffered while 

travelling to and/or from the race location are not covered by this insurance 

policy.  

 Accident Insurance. 

3. Registration is personal and non-transferable and implies the acceptance of these 
regulations. The change, sale or delivery of registration to another runner is not allowed. 
 
Article 9. Fees.  
The registration fee for the Vertical race modality is 20€. If the runner is already enrolled in 
another race modality, the fee for the Vertical race modality is 10€.  

1. The registration fee should be paid at the payment platform at 
www.tenerifebluetrail.com. 

2. Once enrolled and having paid the corresponding fees, if the participant specifically 
requests a refund due to inability to compete, said request will be processed if 
submitted before 2/4/2021. A 5€ administrative fee will be deducted from the refund 
amount.  

 
 
 
Article 10. Trophies.  
The three winners in both the female absolute and male absolute categories will receive an 
accrediting trophy.  
Participants in the Trail Running League of the Canary Islands (Vertical modality) will receive 
the awards established by the Canary Islands Athletics Federation (Federación Canaria de 
Atletismo).  
The time and date of the awards ceremony will be published on the Fred. Olsen Tenerife 
BlueTrail social network profiles before the start of the race.  
 
 
Additional provision. All regulations established by the Tenerife BlueTrail 2021 Regulations 
apply directly to these regulations, including express authorization in regards to image rights, 
protection of personal data, procedure for collection of bib numbers, cancellation and 
postponement of the event, offences and penalties, complaints procedures, and in general 
everything therein provided which does not conflict with the development of this race 
modality. 

http://www.tenerifebluetrail.com/

